
How a designer enhance 
traditional techniques 
through a contemporary 
design combining with 
traditional Crafts?



  “TABLE CENTER WALTER”   “TABLE CENTER WALTER” 
design was created in 2016. design was created in 2016. 
    
 “ “Totem Collection” design 

was created in May 2016.
       The orgin of Table Center Walter design was from Afghanistan.

  The Totem collection of vases and suspension lampes’s design was 

from Portuguese.

     Winckler grows up between in Berlin, Paris and Rome. She got raised in 

different environment which reflected in her creative work. 

     The Designer Marie-Victoire Winckler of these Designs has a passion to 

explore different places and use interesting craftsman techniques with 

her modern design idea to magnify and create some unique objects.

      In 2016 she traveled to Afghanistan for “Walter Trivets” then in May 

she traveled to Portuguese to create “Totem Collection” and she got the 

idea of Totem Collection and her research was from Tunisia.

    In Tunisia,she she founds very special textured     In Tunisia,she she founds very special textured 
blown glass and traditional ceramics but she used blown glass and traditional ceramics but she used 

Portuguese craftsman to create Totem Collection. Portuguese craftsman to create Totem Collection. 
     Her idea was to use traditional techniques with      Her idea was to use traditional techniques with 
modern design. modern design. 
    the Totem collection, composed of glass-blown vas-    the Totem collection, composed of glass-blown vas-
es, lamps and bowls uses glass as a textile, dressing es, lamps and bowls uses glass as a textile, dressing 
the objects and ceramics like ornamental accessories the objects and ceramics like ornamental accessories 
and it feels like soft and rigid.and it feels like soft and rigid.

      
  How a designer enhance traditional Techniques 

   She 
was inspired to see the 

drawings of the Bauhaus School era 
that was founded by Walter Gropius and great 

skills and creativity of Afghanistan’s craftsmen. 
     Winckler also got to know about the Afghan’s wooden lattice 

  technique that led her to combine oriental and occidental style to 
create “Walter Trivets” later “Table Center Walter Jewel”.

         It was made with wood and square shapes.
         

  KLM Royal Dutch Airlines 
said in the article about the

wood technique has been used 
contemporary design  “Against 

the Grain is part of MAD’s ongoing 
  “Materials & Process” series, 

    dedicated to exploring contemporary 
      innovations in traditional techniques 
      and materials, and highlights the 
      tremendous creative energy and fresh       
     thinking that creators are bringing to   
    wood today”.

    Paul Rand said in his article about the 
good design is a good will that “Over 

the years designers of both products 
and graphics have created an im-

pressive collection of  distin-
guished designs.”

Through a contemporary design combining 
with different crafts?

   Alexandra 
Griffith Winton said 

in his article about the 
Bauhaus that “Gropius devel-

oped a craft-based curriculum 
that would turn out artisans and de-

signers capable of creating useful and 
beautiful objects appropriate to this 

new system of living”.
    

   Walter Gropius  said in his article 
about the theory and organization of 
the bauhaus that “The brain 
conceives of mathematical space 
in terms of numbers and 

dimensions... The hand masters 
matters through the crafts, 

and with the help of tools 
and machinery”.

        
William  Smock 

said in his artcile 
about the bauhaus and the 

modern design that  “Modern de-
sign aimed to create meaningful or-

der, to fit our physical surroundings 
to our needs and aspirations. ”.  

     Amit Zoran said in the article about the 
digital practice with contemporary design 
and that “In my work, I seek a dialog between 
digital practice and traditional craft, 
merging qualities to create a hybrid 
territory. I demonstrate that tradition can 
be merged into a hybrid, contemporary “mak-
ing” practice that respects its double ori-

gins”.


